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Spanish... Learn the basics in just 7 days!This book contains highly-informative chapters on the

fundamentals of Spanish grammar and communication. It is written to help beginners master the

basics of Spanish in a weekâ€™s time.It is designed to build their skills and confidence to

communicate eloquently in Spanish. The book offers a straightforward approach that has been

proven to make language learning an enjoyable and productive experience. It provides relevant

examples, visual study aids, and well-designed charts to optimize each learning session and lessen

learning time considerably.Can hardly wait? Letâ€™s get started!Here Is A Preview Of What

Youâ€™ll Learn... Spanish Alphabet and PronunciationSpanish Numbers Telling Time and

DateGreetings and Common Spanish Phrases   Forming Spanish Sentences  Much, much more!
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This is is amazing. I can already survive in Spain for a few weeks. This is so easy to understand.



There is a clear explanation. I will keep this handy. I may suggest this book as well to my friends.

Learning a new language is very challenging. I am happy that this book didn't give me a hard time

learning. I am really enjoying the strange feeling of speaking in a different language.

Very accelerated and challenging but also very clear and easy to follow. This book may not be

super useful to the beginner who doesn't have a basic grasp of sentence structure/vocabulary, but I

would imagine this book has something to offer you at almost any level of Spanish language

learning beyond that. Still a great guide!

Learning a language is never easy and even less to learn it from a book. However as the beginning

to have the basics of Spanish questol Ibro it is really useful. Obviously Spanish being a Latin

language is quite different from English, but under a certain perhaps simpler point of view. It is part

of the alphabet, which is the basis of all the languages, and then continue with numbers. In numbers

in the life of every day I am important (appointments, dates, times). After we continue with the basic

courtesy phrases. Good morning, good evening, please, thank you .. and on with some rules.How to

start is a book that really helps.

I love how the Spanish language sound, I got it in my ear since I was a kid watching Mexican soap

operas with my grandma. I picked something up at that time thanks to the subtitles, but it was never

a structured knowledge. This book helped me get it in order.It has all the basics â€“ numbers,

greetings, verbs, adjectives, pronunciationâ€¦ Maybe even a bit much for just 7 days like it says in

the title. But, better to have more than less. It has even illustrations and pictures to give it some

color and life, I like that. I love the book, it is very helpful and it will get you off the ground quickly,

recommended.

I Love this book that is why i am giving it a 5 Stars. It has highly informative learning on the

fundamentals of Spanish grammar and communication. It is written to help beginners master the

basics of Spanish in a week's time. The book is designed to build our skills and confidence to

communicate eloquently in Spanish and offers a straightforward approach that has been proven to

make language learning an enjoyable and productive experience.What I like the most about this

book is the fact that it is very informative. There are many mindfulness books out there that are full

of fluff, but this book isn't one of them. It provides relevant examples, visual study aids, and

well-designed charts to optimize each learning session and lessen learning time considerably.Highly



recommend this Book.

I bought this book for the sake of curiosity. I just wanted to learn Spanish even for a few simple

words. When I hear the language by native people, theirs is just great to hear. This is an excellent

book for those who wants to learn some basic Spanish word and also this is a great resource for the

beginners, thanks to author now Iâ€™ve learned some Spanish alphabets and pronunciation and

many more, I recommend this book to someone who has already learned the language but forgot

and people who are interested in knowing basic Spanish.

Are you interested to learn Spanish? But still lacking a palatable book? Not need to upset, the book

is here! This book has discussed about fundamentals of Spanish grammar and communication. All

chapters are highly informative.This book is written in such a way that language learning will be

much enjoyable for you. Here some examples ,visual study aid,well designed charts are added for

the reader. This book will help you to learn Spanish in a lesser period of time.

Spanish is one of my favorite languages, next to French, and I've been wanting to learn how to

speak it. This book has helped me learned it though the title speaks for what's inside it. This book

only contains the basics of Spanish and it is really just for beginners. It's really fun reading this book.

The words used are just simple so I was able to read it word-by-word. And I could also say that this

book is worth every penny I spent when I bought this.
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